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Abstract

Algorithms based on deep network models are being used for many pattern recognition and decision-
making tasks in robotics and AI. Training these models requires a large labeled dataset and considerable
computational resources, which are not readily available in many domains. Also, it is difficult to explore
the internal representations and reasoning mechanisms of these models. As a step towards addressing the
underlying knowledge representation, reasoning, and learning challenges, the architecture described in
this paper draws inspiration from research in cognitive systems. As a motivating example, we consider
an assistive robot trying to reduce clutter in any given scene by reasoning about the occlusion of objects
and stability of object configurations in an image of the scene. In this context, our architecture incre-
mentally learns and revises a grounding of the spatial relations between objects and uses this grounding
to extract spatial information from input images. Non-monotonic logical reasoning with this information
and incomplete commonsense domain knowledge is used to make decisions about stability and occlu-
sion. For images that cannot be processed by such reasoning, regions relevant to the tasks at hand are
automatically identified and used to train deep network models to make the desired decisions. Image
regions used to train the deep networks are also used to incrementally acquire previously unknown state
constraints that are merged with the existing knowledge for subsequent reasoning. Experimental evalua-
tion performed using simulated and real-world images indicates that in comparison with baselines based
just on deep networks, our architecture improves reliability of decision making and reduces the effort
involved in training data-driven deep network models.

1 Introduction

Imagine an assistive robot1 that has to clear away toys and objects that children have (mis)placed in different
configurations in different rooms of a home. Figure 1 shows an example simulated scene of toys in a room.
The robot’s task poses knowledge representation, reasoning, and learning challenges because it is difficult
to provide labeled training examples of all possible arrangements of objects or of all combinations of object

1We use the terms “robot”, “learner”, and “agent” interchangeably in this paper.
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Figure 1: A simulated scene with toys on the ground. The robot has to reason about occlusion of objects
and stability of object configurations to reduce clutter.

attributes. Also, the robot has to reason with different descriptions of incomplete domain knowledge and
the associated uncertainty. This may include qualitative descriptions of commonsense knowledge about the
domain objects, e.g., default statements such as “structures with a large object placed on a small object
are typically unstable” that hold in all but a few exceptional circumstances, and an initial grounding of the
relations between objects, e.g., meaning in the physical world for “left of” and “behind”. The robot may
also obtain quantitative descriptions of knowledge and uncertainty, e.g., from algorithms for sensing and
navigation that provide information such as “I am 90% certain the big red box is stable”. Furthermore,
human participants are unlikely to have the time and expertise to interpret raw sensor data or to provide
comprehensive feedback, and the robots’ decisions may be incorrect or sub-optimal if they are based on
incomplete or incorrect domain knowledge.

We use the robot assistant (RA) domain described above as a motivating example to describe the capabil-
ities of an architecture that is a step towards addressing the underlying knowledge representation, reasoning,
and learning challenges. In particular, we consider the scene understanding tasks of estimating the partial
occlusion of objects and the stability of object configurations. State of the art methods for such tasks are
based on deep network architectures. Although these methods often provide high accuracy, they require a
large number of labeled training examples, are computationally expensive, and make it difficult to under-
stand the decisions made. Research in cognitive systems has demonstrated the benefits of considering dif-
ferent representations and reasoning methods, and of coupling representation, reasoning, and learning such
that they inform and guide each other. Drawing inspiration from such systems, our architecture exploits the
complementary strengths of non-monotonic logical reasoning based on incomplete commonsense domain
knowledge, deep learning, and incremental inductive learning of constraints governing domain states.

In the context of the RA domain, a robot equipped with our architecture obtains 3D point clouds of
the scenes of interest. The robot is also provided incomplete domain knowledge in the form of the type
and attributes (e.g., color, size) of some domain objects; an initial qualitative grounding (i.e., meaning in
the physical world) of prepositional words (e.g., “above”, “left of”, and “near”) describing spatial relations
between objects in the scene; and some axioms (i.e., rules) governing actions, states, and change in the
domain, including default statements such as “any object configuration with a large object placed on a small
object is typically unstable” that is true in all but a few exceptional circumstances. The architecture enables
the robot to:

(1) Interactively and cumulatively learn and revise a quantitative (i.e., metric) grounding of the spatial
relations between objects, using the qualitative grounding, point cloud data of objects in a small
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number of input (RGB-D) images, and limited feedback from humans.

(2) Use non-monotonic logical reasoning to perform the estimation tasks on any given input image using
a relational representation of the information extracted from the image (e.g., object attributes, spatial
relations between objects) and the incomplete (prior) domain knowledge.

(3) Automatically identify regions of interest (ROIs) in images for which the estimation tasks cannot be
completed using non-monotonic logical reasoning. These ROIs and the corresponding (occlusion,
stability) labels are used to guide the construction of deep networks during training, and the ROIs are
processed by the trained networks during testing, for the estimation tasks.

(4) Incrementally learn previously unknown relational constraints using the information used to train the
deep networks, i.e., the relational information extracted from the ROIs and the corresponding labels.
A heuristic approach inspired by human forgetting helps merge and update the learned and existing
knowledge for subsequent reasoning.

We use CR-Prolog, an extension of Answer Set Prolog (ASP) [4, 21], for non-monotonic logical reasoning
with incomplete commonsense domain knowledge2. We also adapt existing network architectures for the
deep learning component of our architecture. The design and evaluation of our architecture is subject to two
caveats:

? State of the art scene understanding methods often focus on generalizing across different tasks and do-
mains using a large number of labeled training examples. Our focus, on the other hand, is on enabling
a robot to use a small number of images and to automatically limit learning to previously unknown
information relevant to the tasks at hand in any given domain. We thus do not use existing benchmark
datasets for experimental comparison. Instead, we use a small set of real world and simulated images
of scenes in the robot assistant domain described above.

? Given our focus on exploring the interplay between representation, reasoning, and learning, we do not
compare our architecture’s performance against existing methods for just the reasoning or learning
components. Instead, we run ablation studies and compare against data-driven baselines that use
deep networks to perform the estimation tasks of interest. For ease of understanding, we also limit
perceptual processing to that of 3D point clouds of scenes, and limit previously unknown domain
knowledge to state constraints. We have explored the learning of other types of axioms, and the use
of these axioms to interpret the behavior of deep networks, in other work [42, 55].

Some components of this architecture have been described in conference papers, e.g., the incremental
learning of a quantitative grounding of spatial relations [38] and the incremental learning of state con-
straints [39, 49]. Here, we describe these components in detail, highlight recent revisions to these compo-
nents, and explore the capabilities supported by the interplay between these components. We also provide
additional experimental results to demonstrate a marked increase in the accuracy of decision-making and a
reduction in the computational effort in comparison with architectures that only use deep networks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 discusses related work to motivate
our architecture, whose components are described in Section 3. The experimental setup and results are
described in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions and directions for further research are discussed in Section 5.

2We will use the terms “ASP” and “CR-Prolog” interchangeably in this paper.
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2 Related Work

The scene understanding tasks in the motivating RA domain considered in this paper are representative of
a wide range of estimation and prediction problems that pose the knowledge representation, reasoning, and
learning problems of interest. Deep networks provide state of the art performance for these problems and for
many other computer vision and control problems. For instance, a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
has been used to predict the stability of a tower of blocks [34, 35], the movement of an object sliding down
an inclined surface and colliding with another object [61], and the trajectory of an object after bouncing
against a surface [47]. However, CNNs and other deep networks require a large number of labeled examples
and considerable computational resources to learn the mapping from inputs to outputs. In addition, it is
difficult to understand the operation of the learned networks, which also makes it challenging to transfer
knowledge learned in one scenario or task to a related scenario or task [57, 66].

Since labeled training examples are not readily available in many domains, researchers have explored
approaches that simulate labeled data or use prior knowledge to constrain learning. For instance, physics
engines have been used to generate labeled data for training deep networks that predict the movement of
objects in response to external forces [17, 43, 60], or for understanding the physics of scenes [5]. A recurrent
neural network (RNN) architecture augmented by arithmetic and logical operations has been used to answer
questions about scenes [44], but it used textual information instead of the more informative visual data and
did not support reasoning with commonsense knowledge. Another example is the use of prior knowledge
to encode state constraints in the CNN loss function; this reduces the effort in labeling training images,
but it requires the constraints to be encoded manually as loss functions for each task [56]. The structure
of deep networks has also been used to constrain learning, e.g., by using relational frameworks for visual
question answering (VQA) that consider pairs of objects and related questions to learn the relations between
objects [51]. This approach, however, only makes limited use of the available knowledge, and does not
revise the constraints over time.

For many problems in robotics and AI, prior domain knowledge often includes the grounding, i.e., an
interpretation in the physical world, of words such as in, behind, and above representing spatial relations
between objects. Many systems for grounding such relations are based on manually encoded descriptions,
or on learning algorithms. Methods using the former typically rely on Qualitative Spatial Representations
(QSR) of spatial relations [12, 62, 65], whereas in the latter case, it is more common to use Metric Spatial
Representations (MSR), i.e., measures based on distances and angles [6, 37]. QSR-based approaches often
approximate objects as points and establish static boundaries between spatial relations, whereas the ground-
ing of spatial relations is likely to change over time in dynamic domains. MSR-based systems often learn
the grounding of spatial relations offline or in a separate training phase. Specific instances of QSR and MSR
have been used for different tasks in robotics and computer vision, e.g., QSR relations have been extracted
from videos [19], MSR and kd-trees have been used to infer spatial relations between objects [67], QSR
and MSR have been compared for scene understanding on robots [58], the relative position of objects has
been used to predict successful action execution [16], and methods have been developed to reason about
and learn spatial relations between objects [26, 28]. Specialized meetings have explored the use of natural
language to describe spatial relationships between objects [11, 59]. Deep networks have also been used to
infer spatial relations between objects using images and natural language expressions, for manipulation [45],
navigation [46], and human-robot interaction [52]. Our approach for learning the grounding of spatial rela-
tions starts with a manually-encoded generic (QSR) grounding, and interactively learns a specialized (MSR)
grounding from experience and human feedback [38].

There is an established literature on generic methods for learning domain knowledge. Examples in-
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clude the incremental revision of a first-order logic representation of action operators [22], the use of in-
ductive logic programming to learn domain knowledge represented as an Answer Set Prolog (ASP) pro-
gram [31, 32], and work in our group on coupling of non-monotonic logical reasoning, inductive learning,
and relational reinforcement learning to incrementally acquire actions and axioms [55]. Our approach for
learning domain axioms is inspired by work in interactive task learning, a general framework for acquiring
domain knowledge using labeled examples or reinforcement signals obtained from domain observations,
demonstrations, or human instructions [9, 30]. However, unlike approaches that learn from many training
examples, our approach seeks to incrementally acquire and revise domain knowledge from limited, partially-
defined, training examples. It can be viewed as building on early work on heuristic search through the space
of hypotheses and observations [53], but such methods have rarely been explored for scene understanding.

Studies in neural-symbolic learning and reasoning have explored the benefits and limitations of inter-
leaving statistical learning and symbolic reasoning [7, 50]. For example, the probabilistic logic program-
ming language ProbLog has been extended to DeepProbLog, which supports symbolic and sub-symbolic
inference, program induction, and deep (neural) learning from examples based on neural predicates [36].
Another example is a neural-symbolic visual question answering system that uses deep networks to infer
structural object-based scene representation from images, and to generate a hierarchical (symbolic) pro-
gram of functional modules from the question. Running the program on the representation answers the
desired question [64]. Many of these methods rely on classical first-order logic [25] that is not expres-
sive enough for reasoning with commonsense knowledge, use simplified neural architectures corresponding
to specific symbolic representations [18], associate probability values with all logic statements which is
not always meaningful, or do not clearly establish the link between reasoning and learning. In addition,
although retracting imperfect or incorrect beliefs has long been considered as important as learning new
knowledge [10, 24], existing neural-symbolic approaches rarely support the automatic detection and correc-
tion of errors in learned knowledge. In parallel, there has been much work on interpreting the operation of
deep networks, e.g., by computing gradients and decompositions at different layers of the network, and pro-
viding heatmaps that indicate the features most relevant to the observed output(s) of deep network [2, 50].
However, these approaches do not exploit the incomplete commonsense domain knowledge for reliable and
efficient reasoning and learning, and for generating explanations in the form of relational descriptions.

A recent evaluation of state of the art computational models for reasoning (and understanding) on a
diagnostic video dataset revealed that existing methods are able to answer descriptive questions about the
scene, but perform poorly on explanatory, predictive, and counterfactual questions [63]. The results indi-
cate that causal reasoning methods need an understanding of the domain dynamics and causal relations.
This understanding can be provided using models of domain physics, as described above. Work in our re-
search group, on the other hand, is inspired by research in cognitive systems, which indicates that coupling
knowledge representation, reasoning, and interactive learning, can help address the limitations described
above [23, 42, 49, 55, 54]. The architecture described in this paper combines the complementary strengths
of deep learning, reasoning with incomplete commonsense knowledge, and inductive learning. It explores
the interplay between our prior work on incrementally learning a grounding of spatial relations between
objects [38] and on learning constraints that govern domain states [39, 49], introduces a heuristic approach
inspired by human forgetting [13] to detect and correct errors while merging the learned knowledge with
existing knowledge, and describes detailed results of ablation studies and other experiments evaluating the
capabilities of our architecture.
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Figure 2: Architecture combines the complementary strengths of deep learning, non-monotonic logical
reasoning with incomplete commonsense domain knowledge, and decision tree induction; architecture il-
lustrated here in the context of estimating occlusion of objects and stability of object structures.

3 Reasoning and Learning Architecture

Figure 2 is an overview of our reasoning and learning architecture whose components are adapted and
described in this paper in the context of estimating the occlusion of objects and stability of object configu-
rations in the RA domain. An object is considered to be occluded if the view of any minimal fraction of its
frontal face is hidden by another object, and a configuration (or structure), i.e., a stack of objects, is unstable
if any object in the structure is unstable. This architecture takes as input RGB-D images of scenes with dif-
ferent object configurations. During training, the inputs also include the occlusion labels of objects and the
stability labels of object configurations in these images. Also, a static qualitative representation is provided
for the grounding of the prepositional words encoding spatial relations between objects; this grounding is
used to learn and revise a histogram-based metric representation of the grounding.

For any given image, our architecture first attempts to assign the desired (occlusion and stability) labels
to scene objects using ASP-based non-monotonic logical reasoning. This reasoning considers the incom-
plete commonsense domain knowledge and the relational (i.e., logic-based) representation of the noisy infor-
mation extracted from the RGB-D image, i.e., object attributes and spatial relations between objects. If such
reasoning is able to complete the estimation tasks, i.e., provide correct labels during training and estimate
labels during testing, no further analysis of this image is performed. Otherwise, an “attention mechanism”
reasons with existing knowledge (of task and domain) to automatically identify Regions of Interest (ROIs)
in the image relevant to the tasks to be performed, with each ROI containing one or more objects. A CNN is
trained with image ROIs and the corresponding ground truth labels, and used (during testing) to map these
ROIs to the desired labels. In addition, ROIs used to train the CNN are also used as input to a decision
tree induction algorithm that maps object attributes and spatial relations to the target labels. Branches in the
tree that have sufficient support among the training examples are used to construct axioms representing state
constraints. The learned constraints are automatically and heuristically merged with the existing domain
knowledge by adding or removing axioms as appropriate, and used for subsequent reasoning. We will use
the following illustrative domain to describe the components of our architecture in more detail.

Example 1 [Robot Assistant (RA) Domain]
A simulated robot analyzes images of scenes containing objects in different configurations. The goal is to
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estimate occlusion of objects and stability of object structures, and to rearrange object structures so as to
minimize clutter. Domain knowledge includes incomplete information about the object’s attributes such as
size (small, medium, large), surface (flat, irregular), and shape (cube, cylinder, duck), and the spatial
(i.e., geometric) relation between objects (above, below, front, behind, right, left, close). The robot can
move objects to achieve the desired goals. Domain knowledge also includes some axioms governing domain
dynamics (i.e., states and actions) but some other axioms may be unknown, e.g.:

• Placing an object on top of an object with an irregular surface causes instability;

• An object is not occluded if all objects in front of it are moved away.

In addition to learning the previously unknown axioms, the existing axioms may also need to be revised over
time based on observations, e.g., the robot may find that it is possible to place an object on another with an
irregular surface under certain conditions.

Using this domain as a running example, Section 3.1 first describes the approach for incremental and inter-
active grounding of the spatial relations between objects. Section 3.2 describes the approach for representing
and reasoning with incomplete commonsense domain knowledge and the information extracted from images
to assign the desired labels. Next, Section 3.3 describes the identification of the relevant ROIs in images for
which ASP-based reasoning could not assign (correct) labels, and the learning of CNNs that map features
from these ROIs to the desired labels. Finally, Section 3.4 describes the incremental decision-tree induction
of previously unknown domain axioms, and the heuristic approach to merge and revise the new axioms and
existing knowledge.

3.1 Grounding of Spatial Relations

Our architecture includes a hybrid approach, which combines a Qualitative Spatial Representation (QSR)
and a Metric Spatial Representation (MSR), for grounding (i.e., assigning meaning in the physical world for)
the prepositional words encoding the spatial relations between scene objects. Figure 3 presents an overview
of our approach. We consider seven position-based prepositions (in, above, below, front, behind, right, left)
and three distance-based prepositions (touching, not-touching, far). These prepositions are used to encode
spatial relations between specific scene objects as logic statements in an ASP program. The QSR module
provides an initial, manually-encoded, generic grounding of spatial relations, which is used to extract spatial
relations between pairs of 3D point clouds in any given input scene. Human feedback, when available, is in
the form of labels for the spatial relations between pair(s) of point clouds in a scene. Both the QSR-based
output and human feedback are transmitted by the control node to the MSR module, which incrementally
acquires and revises a histogram-based grounding of the prepositions for spatial relations. Assuming human
feedback to be accurate, the control node also computes the relative trust in the two groundings (QSR,
MSR). The more reliable grounding is used to extract spatial relations between scene objects in subsequent
images. This information is translated to logic statements that are added to the ASP program for inference.
The individual modules of this approach are described below.

3.1.1 Qualitative Spatial Representation

Our QSR model is based on an established approach described in [65]. For each 3D point cloud in any given
image, a bounding box containing it (i.e., a convex cuboid around the object) is created—see Figure 4a.
If this point cloud is considered the reference object, the space around this object is divided into non-
overlapping pyramids representing the relations left, right, front, behind, above and below—see Figure 4b.
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Figure 3: Overview of approach for grounding spatial relations between objects. A static QSR-based
grounding and human input (if available) are used to incrementally learn and revise a MSR-based grounding.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: QSR representation: (a) Bounding box for point cloud of a particular object; and (b) Pyramids
delimiting space around the bounding box.

In our implementation, the spatial relation of an object with respect to a reference object is determined
by the non-overlapping pyramid around the reference that has most of the point cloud of the object under
consideration. Also, any object with most of its point cloud located inside the bounding box of the reference
object is said to be “in” the reference object. In this paper, we disregard the fact that this definition of in
can lead to errors, especially in domains with non-convex objects, e.g., a book that is actually under a large
table may be classified (incorrectly) as being in the table because the bounding box of the table envelopes
most of the point cloud of the book.

For ease of representation, our approach differs from [65] in the definition of the distance-related prepo-
sitions: touching, not-touching and far. For a pair of point cloud clusters, the 10% closest distances between
pairs of points drawn from the point clouds are computed, and the following heuristics are used to determine
if the two objects are touching, not touching, or far (i.e., distinctly separated) from each other:

touching ⇒ distance(10%) ≤ 0.01 (1)

not-touching ⇒ 0.01 < distance(10%) < 1.0

far ⇒ distance(10%) ≥ 1.0

where distances are measured in meters. In other words, two objects are touching if the 10% closest distances
are less than or equal to 1cm. The generic, manually-encoded grounding based on this QSR model does not
change over time, whereas changes in factors such as camera pose may require the grounding to be revised.
However, based on the reasonable assumption that the robot’s initial estimate of spatial relations is based on
its view of the scene, our approach has the robot use the QSR-based grounding to identify spatial relations
between objects in the initial stages. This grounding and human input of spatial relations between object
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(a) 1D histogram for “not-touching”. (b) 2D histogram for “left”.

Figure 5: Illustrative examples of MSR-based grounding: (a) 1D histogram grounding distance-based prepo-
sition “not-touching”; (b) 2D histogram grounding position-based preposition “left”.

pairs (when available) are used to incrementally learn and revise a specialized, quantitative grounding of
spatial relations between objects, which we describe next.

3.1.2 Metric Spatial Representation

Unlike the QSR-based grounding, the MSR-based grounding model supports incremental and continuous
updates from observations and human feedback. Assume temporarily that the MSR module receives a pair
of point cloud clusters corresponding to two objects, and the prepositions of the spatial relations between
the objects, e.g., from QSR or humans. Our MSR module grounds each preposition using histograms,
also referred to as “visual words”, which are created by considering the point cloud data in a spherical
coordinate system. Specifically, each point is represented by its distance to a reference point and two angles:
θ ∈ [0◦, 180◦] andϕ ∈ [−180◦, 180◦]. On a robot, the coordinate frame for grounding is defined with respect
to the robot’s coordinate frame, its camera, and/or reference objects—information in one coordinate frame
can be transformed to other coordinate frames as needed. Also, although processing the sensor input(s) can
introduce noise, the non-monotonic logical reasoning and incremental learning abilities of our architecture
support recovery from associated errors, as described later.

In our MSR-based representation, each of the seven position-based prepositions (in, left, right, front,
behind, above, below) are ground using 2D histograms of angles θ and ϕ, whereas each of the three distance-
based prepositions (touching, not-touching, far) are ground using 1D histograms of the 10% closest distances
between points in pairs of objects. Figures 5a and 5b show one illustrative example (each) of a histogram
grounding a distance-based and position-based preposition. All histograms are normalized to ensure that
large objects with many points do not have any undue influence on the grounding of relations.

Any learned MSR-based groundings are used for the subsequent new scenes. For any given pair of
point cloud clusters in a new scene, the corresponding 2D and 1D histograms (i.e., visual words) are con-
structed. The learned visual words that are most similar to the extracted visual words are used to assign the
distance-based and position-based spatial relations between the corresponding scene objects, e.g., “object1
is below object2 and not touching it”. These inferred spatial relations are automatically translated to logic
statements that are added to the ASP program, e.g., obj relation(below, obj1, obj2). Since axioms in the
ASP program are applied recursively for inference, each point cloud cluster only needs to be considered
once.

The similarity between visual words is computed using the standard intersection measure for 1D (dis-
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tance) histograms. For computing the similarity between 2D (position) histograms, we use the χ2 measure,
i.e., for two histograms H and G:

Dχ2(H,G) =
∑
i

|hi − gi|2
2(hi + gi)

(2)

where hi and gi are bins in H and G respectively. Smaller values of this measure denote greater similarity.
We only use this measure for 2D histograms because the boundaries between position-based relations are
more difficult to define than those between distance-based relations. Once the spatial relations between a
pair of point cloud clusters have been determined in a new scene, the learned visual words are updated using
a standard normalized histogram merging approach, i.e., the MSR-based grounding is updated continuously.
Next, we consider the use of human feedback when it is available.

3.1.3 Combined QSR-MSR Model

Recall that we are focusing on applications where many training examples and human supervision are not
readily available. However, we do want to use the rich information encoded in human feedback when it
is available. While the QSR-based grounding remains unchanged, the MSR-based grounding changes as
new scenes are processed. Since the QSR-based and MSR-based groundings may disagree on the relation
between some pairs of objects, the control node initially assigns high (low) confidence to the QSR-based
(MSR-based) grounding. The relative confidence in each grounding is then updated based on the number
of times the output from the grounding matches human input—the more reliable grounding is then used for
processing the subsequent scenes. Note that this approach assumes that human input of spatial relations
between point cloud clusters is accurate most of the time, i.e., each human participant providing feedback
is expected to interpret spatial relations correctly. Incorrect human annotation can affect the confidence in
a grounding and the subsequent grounding of spatial relations between objects, but our approach ensures
that this only happens if the number of such incorrect annotations is comparable to the number of correct
annotations.

Object shapes and sizes may also influence spatial relations depending on the viewpoint. However, since
the MSR-based grounding is based on histograms of relative distances and angles, it can be used to infer
spatial relations over a range of viewpoints. Also, the architecture has two mechanisms to limit and recover
from errors. First, if the QSR-based grounding is applicable, e.g., viewpoint has not changed substantially
from the initial view, the system can use it to obtain an initial estimate of spatial relations and incrementally
acquire the MSR-based grounding. Second, if the QSR-based grounding is not applicable, it is still possible
to acquire an MSR-based grounding from a small number of images and limited human input, and to use it
for subsequent inference.

There are some caveats related to the proposed approach. First, the QSR-based grounding is assumed
to be reasonably accurate initially. If this assumption does not hold and no human input is available, an in-
accurate MSR-based grounding may be acquired, resulting in incorrect estimates of spatial relations. Also,
it is possible to use an accurate MSR-based grounding or human input to revise the QSR-based grounding;
we do not pursue that option in this paper in order to simplify the process of understanding the two different
groundings. Second, human feedback improves the specialized MSR-based grounding and overall accuracy,
but it is not essential for estimating spatial relations. Third, the encoded prepositions (with learned ground-
ing) are translated to logic statements (i.e., observation literals) in an ASP program. These observations and
the commonsense knowledge encoded in the ASP program limit possible relations between scene objects
and help infer composite relations (e.g., on, close to, next to etc). For instance, the spatial relation on may
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be defined by the following axiom:

obj relation(on,O1, O2) ← obj relation(above,O1, O2), obj relation(touching,O1, O2) (3)

which states that if object O1 is above O2 and touching it, then O1 is on O2; the syntax and semantics
of axioms are described in the next section. However, all axioms need not be defined in advance; our
overall architecture supports reasoning with incomplete knowledge and incremental learning of these axioms
as described later in this paper. Finally, we currently assume that each pair of objects is related through
one position-based and one distance-based spatial relation, but not all the prepositions are (or need to be)
mutually exclusive.

3.2 Knowledge Representation and Reasoning

This section describes our approach for representing and reasoning with incomplete domain knowledge.
First, Section 3.2.1 introduces the action language used in our architecture. Next, Section 3.2.2 describes the
use of the action language to represent a dynamic domain, and the translation of this domain representation
to an ASP program for non-monotonic logical inference.

3.2.1 Action Language

Action languages are formal models of part of a natural language used for describing transition diagrams
of dynamic domains. Our architecture uses the action language AL [20], which has a sorted signature with
three types of sorts: statics, which are domain attributes whose values do not change over time; fluents,
which are domain attributes that can be changed; and actions. Fluents can be inertial, which can be directly
modified by actions and obey the laws of inertia, or defined, which are not directly changed by actions and
do not obey inertia laws. A domain literal is a domain attribute p or its negation ¬p. AL allows three types
of statements:

l if p0, . . . , pm State Constraints

a causes lin if p0, . . . , pm Causal Laws

impossible a0, . . . , ak if p0, . . . , pm Executability Conditions

where a is an action, l is a literal, lin is an inertial literal, and p0, . . . , pm are domain literals. Our architecture
uses AL to describe the transition diagram of any given domain, as described below.

3.2.2 Knowledge Representation and Reasoning in ASP

A domain’s description inAL comprises a system description D and a historyH. D comprises a sorted sig-
nature Σ and axioms. Σ includes the basic sorts arranged hierarchically, domain attributes (i.e., statics and
fluents), and actions. In the RA domain, sorts include object, robot, entity, size, relation, and surface,
and the sort step for temporal reasoning, with object and robot being subsorts of entity. Statics include
some object attributes such as obj size(object, size) and obj surface(obj, surface). Fluents of the form
obj relation(relation, object, object) model relations between objects in terms of their arguments’ sorts,
e.g., obj relation(above,A,B) implies object A is above object B—the last argument in these relations
is the reference object for the spatial relation under consideration. Fluents also describe other aspects of
the domain such as: in hand(robot, object) and stable(object), which describe whether a robot is holding
a particular object, and whether a particular object is stable (respectively). Actions of the domain include
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pickup(robot, object) and putdown(robot, object, location). A state of the domain is then a collection of
ground literals, i.e., statics, fluents, actions, and relations with values assigned to their arguments.

The axioms of D are defined in terms of the signature Σ and govern domain dynamics. These axioms
include a distributed representation of the constraints related to domain actions, i.e., causal laws and exe-
cutability conditions that define the preconditions and effects of actions, and constraints related to states,
i.e., state constraints. The axioms of the RA domain include statements such as:

pickup(robot, object) causes in hand(robot, object) (4a)

obj relation(below,B,A) if obj relation(above,A,B) (4b)

obj relation(behind,B,A) if obj relation(infront,A,B) (4c)

impossible pickup(robot, object) if in hand(robot, object) (4d)

impossible putdown(robot, object, location) if not in hand(robot, object) (4e)

where Statement 4(a) is a causal law which states that if the robot executes the pickup action on an object,
it ends up holding the object. Statements 4(b-c) describe state constraints regarding some spatial relations
between two objects. Statement 4(d) describes an executability condition which indicates that a robot cannot
pick up an object that it is already holding. Statement 4(e) describes an executability condition that uses
default negation (i.e., not) in the body of the axiom. This encodes a stronger constraint than the use of
classical negation (i.e., ¬). This statement implies that it is impossible for a robot to put a particular object
down in a particular location if it does not know whether the object is in its hand or not, and not just when
it is sure that it is not in its hand.

A historyH of a dynamic domain typically includes records of observations of fluents at particular time
steps, i.e., obs(fluent, boolean, step), and actions actually executed by the robot at particular time steps,
i.e., hpd(action, step). In robotics domains, it is common to have some default knowledge that holds in
all but a few exceptional circumstances. In other work from our research group, we expanded the notion of
history to include default statements describing the values of fluents in the initial state [54]. For example,
we may encode in the RA domain that “structures with four or more blocks are usually unstable”.

To reason with the encoded domain knowledge, we construct the CR-Prolog/ASP program Π(D,H)
from the system description D in AL and the history H. ASP is a declarative language that can represent
recursive definitions, defaults, causal relations, special forms of self-reference, and language constructs that
occur frequently in non-mathematical domains, and are difficult to express in classical logic formalisms.
ASP is based on stable model semantics [21] and supports concepts such as default negation (negation
by failure) and epistemic disjunction, e.g., unlike “¬a”, which implies that “a is believed to be false”,
“not a” only implies “a is not believed to be true”. Each literal can be true, false, or unknown and the
robot only believes that which it is forced to believe. Unlike classical first order logic, ASP supports non-
monotonic logical reasoning, i.e., adding a statement can reduce the set of inferred consequences, aiding in
the recovery from errors and situations in which observations do not match expectations due to reasoning
with incomplete knowledge; this is an essential capability in robotics. ASP and other knowledge-based
reasoning paradigms are often criticized for requiring considerable prior knowledge, and for being unwieldy
in large, complex domains. However, modern ASP solvers support reasoning with incomplete knowledge
and efficient reasoning in large knowledge bases. These solvers and related reasoning systems are used by
an international research community in robotics [15] and other applications [14].

A custom-built script is used to automate the translation of D and H to Π(D,H). The program Π
includes the signature and axioms of D, inertia axioms, reality checks (to ensure observations are consistent
with current beliefs), closed world assumptions for defined fluents and actions, and observations, actions,
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and defaults fromH. For instance, Statements 4(a-e) of AL are translated to:

holds(in hand(robot, object), I + 1) ← occurs(pickup(robot, object), I) (5a)

holds(obj relation(above,A,B), I) ← holds(obj relation(below,B,A), I) (5b)

holds(obj relation(infront,A,B), I) ← holds(obj relation(behind,B,A), I) (5c)

¬occurs(pickup(robot, object), I) ← holds(in hand(robot, object), I) (5d)

¬occurs(putdown(robot, object, location), I) ← not holds(in hand(robot, object), I) (5e)

where the predicate holds(fluent, step) implies that a particular fluent holds true at a particular timestep,
and the predicate occurs(action, step) implies that a particular action is supposed to be executed at a
particular time step in a plan. In the context of the scene understanding tasks in the RA domain, the program
encodes prior knowledge about stability using axioms such as:

¬holds(stable(A), I)← holds(obj relation(above,A,B), I), size(A, large),

size(B, small), not holds(stable(A), I) (6)

which states that larger objects on smaller objects are unstable unless there is evidence to the contrary.
The spatial relations extracted from RGB-D images are also automatically converted to statements in ASP
program that describe the current domain state. Please see [21] for further examples of translating a system
description in AL to ASP. An illustrative example of a complete program for the RA domain is in our open
source repository [40].

Once Π(D,H) is constructed, all reasoning, i.e., planning, diagnostics, and inference can be reduced
to computing answer sets of Π. These answer sets of Π represent beliefs of the robot associated with Π;
this would include inferred beliefs, plans, and results of diagnostics, as appropriate. In the RA domain,
an answer set could include beliefs about the occlusion of individual objects and the stability of object
structures, and a plan to reduce clutter. To compute the answer set(s) of any given ASP program, we use
the SPARC system [3], which is based on a SAT solver. The computation of answer set for planning or
diagnostics also requires us to introduce some helper axioms, which would include a goal definition and the
following for planning:

success← goal(I) (7a)

← not success (7b)

occurs(A, I) | ¬occurs(A, I)← not goal(I) (7c)

← occurs(A1, I), occurs(A2, I), A1 6= A2 (7d)

something happened(I)← occurs(A, I) (7e)

← goal(I), goal(I − 1), J < I, not something happened(J) (7f)

which force the robot to search for actions until the goal is achieved and prevent the robot from executing
multiple actions concurrently. Some axioms are also introduced such that unexpected observations result in
an inconsistency that the robot resolves using Consistency Restoring (CR) rules [4]. We do not include all
these axioms here but the ASP program for the RA domain is in our code repository [40].

Since the robot only believes that which it is forced to believe, the inability to compute an answer set
indicates an unresolved inconsistency that is considered to be due to incomplete knowledge or an error in the
encoding that needs to be probed further. In the context of the scene understanding tasks under consideration,
the robot would either be unable to make a decision regarding occlusion and stability, or provide an incorrect
inference (when ground truth is available). This situation is addressed in our architecture using the attention
mechanism and deep networks as described below.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Examples of ROIs automatically identified by the attention mechanism for further analysis in the
context of estimating: (a) stability of object structures; and (b) occlusion of objects.

3.3 Attention Mechanism and Deep Learning

The attention mechanism module is used when ASP-based reasoning is unable to assign (occlusion and
stability) labels to objects in the input image, or when it assigns an incorrect label (for training data). In each
such image, this module automatically directs attention to regions of interest (ROIs) that contain information
relevant to the task at hand. To do so, it identifies each axiom in the ASP program whose head corresponds
to a relation relevant to the task at hand. The relations in the body of each such selected axiom are then
used to identify image ROIs to be processed further; the remaining image regions are unlikely to provide
relevant information and are not analyzed further. Note that our formulation of “attention” draws on early
work in computer vision, AI, and psychology; it is not based on how this concept has been modeled in the
deep learning literature.

As an example, consider the task of determining the stability of object structures in the image in Fig-
ure 6a. Axioms that define conditions under which a particular object is considered to be stable, and those
that define conditions under which an object is considered to be unstable, are relevant to this task. These
axioms would have stable(A) or ¬stable(A) in the head of the axiom, e.g., Statement 8(a) and Statement 9
respectively in Section 3.4 below. The head of any such axiom holds true in any state in which all the re-
lations in the body of the axioms are satisfied. In the case of Statement 8(a) and Statement 9, the body of
the axiom contains the spatial relation above, leading the attention mechanism to consider the stack com-
prising the duck, the red can, and the white cube, as indicated by the red rectangle in Figure 6a, because
they satisfy the relevant relation. While this ROI is analyzed further, other image regions and objects (e.g.,
mug, pitcher) are disregarded. Note that the process of selecting axioms in the knowledge base relevant to
any given task, and extracting image ROIs satisfying the body of these axioms, is fully automated; there is
no manual intervention.

As another example, consider the task of identifying occluded objects in Figure 6b. Statement 8(b) in
Section 3.4, which defines conditions under which an object is not considered to be occluded (as indicated
by the axiom’s head), is relevant to the task. This axiom’s body indicates that the relation behind is relevant
for decisions about occlusion of objects, and the attention mechanism will only consider pairs of objects in
Figure 6b that satisfy this relation. The red rectangle in Figure 6b indicates the relevant image region com-
prising the mug, the red can, and the white cube. This region is analyzed further, whereas the other image
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Figure 7: Lenet architecture.

regions are disregarded. As before, this selection of the ROI is achieved without any manual supervision.
Once the attention mechanism identifies image ROIs enveloping objects that could not be assigned

stability and occlusion labels using ASP-based reasoning, pixels of each such ROI are considered to provide
information that is relevant to the estimation tasks but is not captured by the existing knowledge base (i.e.,
ASP program). The pixels in these ROIs and the target labels to be assigned to objects (and structures) in the
ROIs are provided as inputs to a CNN. The CNN learns the mapping between the image pixels and target
labels, and then assigns these labels to ROIs in previously unseen test images that ASP-based reasoning is
unable to process.

A CNN has many parameters based on size, number of layers, activation functions, and the connections
within and between layers, but the basic building blocks are convolutional, pooling, and fully-connected
layers. The convolutional and pooling layers are used in the initial or intermediate stages of the network,
whereas the fully-connected layer is typically one of the final layers. In a convolutional layer, a filter (or
kernel) is convolved with the original input (to the network) or the output of the previous layer. One or
more convolutional layers are usually followed by a pooling layer. Common pooling strategies such as
max-pooling and average-pooling are used to reduce the dimensions of the input data, limit the number
of parameters, and control overfitting. The fully-connected layers are equivalent to feed-forward neural
networks in which all neurons between adjacent layers are connected—they often provide the target outputs.
In the context of images, convolutional layers extract useful attributes to model the mapping from inputs to
outputs, e.g., the initial layers may extract lines and arcs, whereas the subsequent layers may compose more
complex geometric shapes. While estimating the stability of object configurations, the CNN’s layers may
implicitly represent attributes such as whether: (i) a tower of blocks is aligned; (ii) an object with an uneven
surface is under another object; or (iii) a tower has a small base.

In this paper, we adapt and use two established CNN architectures: (i) Lenet [33], initially proposed for
recognizing hand-written digits; and (ii) Alexnet [29], which has been used widely since it provided very
good results on the Imagenet benchmark dataset. The Lenet has two convolutional layers, each one followed
by a max-pooling layer and an activation layer. Two fully connected layers are placed at the end. Unlike the
28× 28 gray-scale input images and the ten-class softmax output layer used in the original implementation,
we consider 56 × 56 RGB images as the input. Note that each such input to the network corresponds to an
image ROI under consideration. The input vector size was chosen experimentally using validation sets and
ROIs were scaled appropriately; the minimal improvement in performance provided by longer input vectors
did not justify the significant increase in computational effort. The network’s outputs estimate the occlusion
of each object and the stability of object structure(s) in the ROI under consideration. As described later in
Section 4.1, we consider ROIs with up to five objects, and we use the sigmoid activation function. Figure 7
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is a pictorial representation of this network. The Alexnet architecture, on the other hand, contains five
convolutional layers, each followed by max-pooling and activation layers, along with three fully connected
layers at the end. In our experiments, each input vector is a 227 × 227 RGB image. The size of the output
vector and the activation function are the same as those for the Lenet architecture.

With both CNN architectures, we used the Adam optimizer [27] in TensorFlow [1] with a learning rate
of 0.0002 and 0.0001 for Lenet and Alexnet respectively; the initial weights were initialized randomly.
The number of training iterations varied depending on the network and the number of training examples.
For example, the Lenet network using 100 (5000) image samples was trained for 10000 (40000) iterations,
whereas the Alexnet with 100 (5000) training samples was trained for 8000 (20000) iterations. The learning
rate and number of iterations were chosen experimentally using validation sets. The number of epochs
was chosen as the stopping criteria, instead of the training error, in order to allow the comparison between
networks learned with and without the attention mechanism. The code for training the deep networks is in
our open source repository [40]. Note that other, potentially more sophisticated, deep network models could
be used in our overall architecture (instead of Lenet or Alexnet), but this is beyond the scope of this work.
Also, the chosen CNN architectures are sufficient for the learning task when it is informed by reasoning
with commonsense knowledge.

Recall that a CNN is only trained on ROIs from images for which ASP-based reasoning provides an
incorrect outcome or is unable to provide an outcome. We consider any such trained CNN to represent
previously unknown knowledge not encoded, or encoded incorrectly, in the ASP program. In other words,
the observed incorrect outcome or lack of any outcome is considered to be a consequence of reasoning
with incomplete or incorrect knowledge, which (in turn) can be because the knowledge was incomplete or
incorrect when it was encoded initially, or because of changes in the domain over time. The next component
of our architecture supports the incremental acquisition of previously unknown state constraints from the
ROIs (used to train the deep networks), and the merging of this information with the existing knowledge.
This process also (indirectly) helps understand the behavior of the trained deep networks.

3.4 Decision Tree Induction and Axiom Merging

In our architecture, previously unknown domain knowledge is learned incrementally using decision tree
induction, and a heuristic approach inspired by human forgetting merges the learned knowledge with the
existing knowledge for subsequent reasoning. As stated in Section 1, we illustrate this capability in this
paper by learning axioms that represent previously unknown state constraints. In other work, we have
demonstrated the use of the inductive learning approach, without the heuristic merging strategy, to learn
other kinds of axioms [41].

We adapt the well-known ID3 algorithm [48] to construct the desired decision trees, using entropy min-
imization as the criterion to select the attribute to split the nodes. Building on the underlying distributed,
relational representation of axioms, we learn separate decision trees for each estimation task, e.g., in the RA
domain, we learn separate decision trees for stability estimation and occlusion estimation. The difference in
the construction of these decision trees is in the use of the relational descriptions based on prior knowledge
and the observations as the attributes. Specifically, relational domain attributes are extracted automatically
from the image ROIs used for training the deep networks; recall that these attributes include the spatial rela-
tions between pairs of objects and the attributes of the objects in each such ROI. This relational information
and the corresponding occlusion and stability labels are used as the labeled training examples to build the
decisions trees for the estimation tasks under consideration. For the illustrative example domain considered
in this paper, each tree’s nodes encode splits based on the domain attributes, and the labels of the leaf nodes
are stable, unstable, occluded, and not occluded.
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Above(A, B)? Irregular(B)?

Not-stable(A) (100% of 33 samples)
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Figure 8: Example of a decision tree constructed for stability estimation using some labeled examples.
Highlighted branches are used to construct previously unknown axioms.

Behind(A, B)? Above(A, C)?

Not-occluded(A) (75% of 8 samples)

Tower S ≤ 1?

Not-occluded(A) (56% of 9 samples)

Front(A, B)?
Occluded(A) (75% of 8 samples)

Occluded(A) (69% of 13 samples)Not-occluded(A) (100% of 99 samples)
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False

True

False

False
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Figure 9: Example of a decision tree constructed for occlusion estimation using some labeled examples.
Highlighted branch is used to construct previously unknown axiom.

Once the decision trees are constructed, our approach automatically extracts candidate axioms from the
trees. Consider, for example, the branches highlighted in gray in Figures 8 and 9, which show part of the
decision trees learned in the RA domain. These branches can be translated to the axioms:

holds(stable(A), I)← not holds(obj relation(above,A,B), I) (8a)

¬holds(occluded(A), I)← not holds(obj relation(behind,A,B), I) (8b)

where Statement 8(a) implies that any object that is not known to be above any other object is considered to
be stable, whereas Statement 8(b) says that an object is not occluded if it is not known to be behind any other
object. Note that this translation from the decision tree to axioms uses default negation to model the use of
quantifiers with specific negated literals in the body of axioms. As another example, the branch highlighted
in gray and blue in Figure 8 translates to the following axiom:

¬holds(stable(A), I) ← holds(obj relation(above,A,B), I), obj surface(B, irregular) (9)

which states that an object is unstable if it is located above another object with an irregular surface.
Algorithm 1 describes the steps for automatically constructing the decisions trees, extracting and vali-

dating candidate axioms, and merging the valid new axioms with the existing knowledge. The algorithm first
checks for suitable labeled training examples, i.e., image ROIs for which the stability and occlusion labels
could not be determined correctly using ASP-based reasoning; these are used to induce new state constraints
(lines 2-11). Specifically, a training set is created by randomly selecting 50% of the labeled examples, with
the remaining examples making up the validation set (line 4). As stated earlier, the construction of the tree is
based on the ID3 algorithm [48]; it considers the relational attributes extracted from the image ROIs under
consideration to split nodes, and assigns the known labels to the leaves. During the construction of the tree,
the algorithm computes the potential change in entropy (i.e., information gain) that would occur if a split is
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Algorithm 1: Learning and merging axioms
Input : Relational domain attributes from image ROIs; occlusion and stability labels of objects in

ROIs; thresholds th1 (95%, purity threshold), th2 (5%, support threshold), th3 (40%, tree
support threshold), th4 (10%, axiom strength threshold); ensemble count (100).

Output: Learned axioms.
1 while true do
2 if labeled samples then
3 for j = 1 : ensemble count do

// Split training samples for learning and validation

4 training set, validation set = random split(labeled samples)
// Decision tree induction

5 learned tree = tree induction(training set)
// Create candidate axioms

6 candidate axioms = select(learned tree, th1, th2)
// Validate axioms

7 validated axioms = validate(candidate axioms, validation set, th2)
8 end

// Choose validated axioms with sufficient support

9 axioms = select(validated axioms, th3)
// Add validated axioms and merge similar axioms

10 add merge(axioms)
11 end

// Update strength of axioms

12 update strength(axioms)
// Remove axioms with low strength

13 remove(axioms, th4)
14 end

introduced at a node in the tree based on each attribute that has not yet been used (line 5); the attribute that
is likely to provide the highest reduction in entropy is selected to split the examples at a node.

Given any such tree, the branches of the tree (from root to leaves) that satisfy certain minimum require-
ments are selected to construct candidate axioms (line 6). These minimum requirements include thresholds
on purity of samples at any given leaf, and on the support from the labeled examples, e.g., ≥ 95% examples
at the leaf belong to a particular (correct) label, and a branch under consideration has support from ≥ 5%
of the training samples. The selected branches of the learned decision trees represent previously unknown
candidate constraints, and the thresholds are set to construct such candidate axioms cautiously, i.e., small
changes in the value of these thresholds do not cause any significant change in the branches of the tree
selected to construct axioms. The values of these thresholds can also be revised intentionally to achieve
different desired behavior. For instance, to identify default constraints that hold in all but a few exceptional
circumstances (see Section 3.2.2), we lower the threshold for selecting a branch of a tree to construct candi-
date axioms (from 95% to 70%). As we will discuss later, lowering the thresholds results in the discovery of
additional axioms, but also introduces noise. In addition, in this paper, learning of axioms containing default
negation literals is restricted to default constraints such as Equation 6. In other words, the default negation
is only associated with a literal in the body that is the negation of the literal in the head. This restriction is
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imposed primarily for computational efficiency because associating default negation with all literals would
significantly increase the search space. Also, in any particular domain, the default negation is only appli-
cable to certain literals, and this knowledge can be used during axiom learning. So, we demonstrate the
capabilities of our approach with this restriction.

Once the candidate axioms are constructed, each one is validated using the other half of the labeled
examples that have (so far) not been seen by the algorithm (line 7). The validation process removes axioms
without a minimum level of support (e.g., 5%) from the labeled examples. Since the number of labeled ex-
amples available for training is often small, we reduce the effect of noise through a homogeneous ensemble
learning approach (lines 3-8), i.e., we repeat the learning and validation steps a number of times (e.g., 100)
and only the axioms identified in more than a minimum number of iterations (e.g., 40%, line 9) are retained.
Adding all retained axioms can lead to the ASP program including different versions of the same axiom over
time. For instance, two axioms may have identical heads with one axiom’s body containing all the literals of
the other, or two ground axioms may include sorts that are subsorts of a more general sort. To address this
issue the algorithm reasons with the existing knowledge to identify the axioms to be added to the knowledge
base (add merge(axioms), line 10). First, axioms with the same head and overlap in the body are grouped
together. Each possible combination of axioms from different groups (one from each group at a time) is
then encoded in an ASP program along with the axioms that do not belong to any such group. The resulting
program is used to classify ten labeled scenes chosen randomly. Axioms in the program that results in the
highest accuracy are retained whereas the other axioms in each group are discarded.

The axiom learning approach described so far is based on a small number of labeled examples in a
dynamic domain. The learned axioms may be incorrect (e.g., incorrect negation in the head, or incorrect
literals in the body), incomplete (e.g., one or more missing literals in the body), or over-specified (e.g., one
or more irrelevant literals in the body). Reasoning with these axioms can lead to sub-optimal or incorrect
behavior. To address this issue, we incorporated a heuristic approach inspired by the human forgetting
behavior [13]. This approach associates a “strength” values to each axiom. An axiom’s strength is revised
over time based on a decay factor using an exponential relation: axiom relevance = e−α.n, where α
represents the decay factor (initially 1), and n is the number of time steps since the axiom was learned.
In each time step, irrespective of whether any new axioms are learned, the strength of all learned axioms
are updated (line 12). If an axiom is reinforced, i.e., learned again or used, its strength is elevated to the
maximum value (i.e., 1) again, and its decay factor is divided by n

√
2, a value chosen experimentally such

that it varies between 2 (for n = 1) and 1 (for n → ∞). Any axiom whose strength value falls below a
threshold (e.g., 0.1) is removed from further consideration (line 13).

4 Experimental Setup and Results

In this section, we first describe the experimental setup for evaluating our architecture (Section 4.1). We also
specify the hypotheses to be evaluated for the: (a) incremental grounding of spatial relations; and (b) the
estimation of object occlusion and the stability of object structures. Section 4.2 describes some execution
traces and Section 4.3 discusses the results of experimental evaluation.

As stated in Section 1, our focus is on exploring the interplay between reasoning and learning for reliable
and efficient operation in any given dynamic domain with a limited number of labeled training examples.
Benchmark datasets that include a large number of images from different domains and approaches that
do not support the desired coupling between representation, reasoning, and learning are thus not used for
experimental evaluation. Instead, our experimental evaluation uses a limited number of real-world and
simulated images from the domain under consideration, and considers ablation studies and architectures
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(a) Scene with two objects. (b) Complex scene with multiple ob-
jects.

Figure 10: Examples of images from the TOSD dataset.

based just on deep networks as baselines for experimental evaluation.

4.1 Experimental Setup
We first describe the experimental set up, datasets, and the hypotheses for experimental evaluation. We do
so separately for the incremental grounding of spatial relations (Section 4.1.1) and the estimation of object
occlusion and stability (Section 4.1.2).

4.1.1 Incremental Grounding
For evaluating the grounding of spatial relations, we used the Table Object Scene Database (TOSD)3, with
111 scenes for training and 131 scenes for testing. TOSD contains scenes of real objects on a tabletop for
evaluating segmentation algorithms. Many scenes include complex object configurations, e.g., Figure 10b,
while some scenes have only two objects, e.g., Figure 10a. We chose this dataset because it provides a good
combination of simple and complex scenes, and has been used as a benchmark in other work on segmentation
and grounding of spatial relations. Since TOSD does not include spatial relation labels, we manually labeled
the relations between objects in 200 scenes. We then experimentally evaluated the following hypothesis:

H1 The combination of manually-encoded QSR grounding and incrementally-learned MSR grounding
performs better than each grounding used individually, and enables more effective use of human
feedback.

The performance measure for evaluating this hypothesis was the accuracy of the labels assigned to the
spatial relations between objects in the scene under consideration. Note that the labels assigned manually
before the experimental evaluation provided the ground truth, and the human feedback provided during the
experiments was in the form of labels for spatial relations between pairs of objects.

4.1.2 Occlusion and Stability Estimation

For evaluating the assignment of occlusion and stability labels to objects and object structures, we used
a real-time physics engine (Bullet physics library) to generate 6000 images. The objects we simulated
included cylinders, spheres, cubes, a duck, and five objects from the Yale-CMU-Berkeley dataset (apple,
pitcher, mustard bottle, mug, and cracker box) [8]. Objects were characterized by different colors, textures,
and shapes. We considered three different arrangements of these objects:

3https://repo.acin.tuwien.ac.at/tmp/permanent/TOSD.zip
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• Towers: images containing 2− 5 objects stacked on top of each other;

• Spread: images with five objects placed in different relative positions on a flat surface; and

• Intersection: images with 2 − 4 objects stacked on each other, with the rest (1 − 3 objects) on a flat
surface.

The vertical alignment of stacked objects was randomized creating either a stable or an unstable arrange-
ment. The horizontal distance between objects was also randomized, creating scenes with complex, partial,
or no occlusion. Lighting, orientation, camera distance, camera orientation, and background, were also ran-
domized. An additional 600 labeled simulated scenes were also created and used for evaluation, e.g., for the
approach to update the strength of the learned axioms. In addition, in the experimental trials summarized
below, the ASP program was initially missing three state constraints (each) related to stability estimation
and occlusion estimation.

A second dataset was derived from the dataset described above to represent information about ROIs in
the input images. Recall from Section 3.3 that the attention mechanism module automatically extracts ROIs
from input images that could not be labeled using ASP-based reasoning, by identifying relevant axioms and
relations in the ASP program. Given the object arrangements described above, any ROI in any given image
can have up to five objects. The second dataset automatically assigned labels to different possible ROIs in the
images, which is used as the ground truth. During experimental evaluation, the application of the attention
mechanism on any given image identified objects of interest in this image. The corresponding ROI from the
second dataset was identified and the information from this ROI was analyzed instead of information from
the entire image.

As baselines, the CNN architectures (Alexnet, Lenet) were trained and evaluated on the first dataset
without our reasoning and attention mechanism modules. These were compared against the performance of
our architecture for different number of training samples. Recall that occlusion is estimated for each object
(i.e., maximum of five outputs for a ROI) and stability is estimated for each object structure (i.e., one output
for each structure/ROI). The following hypotheses were evaluated experimentally:

H2 Reasoning with commonsense domain knowledge and the attention mechanism to guide deep learning
improves accuracy in comparison with the baselines.

H3 Reasoning with commonsense domain knowledge and the attention mechanism to guide deep learning
reduces sample complexity and thus the computational effort in comparison with the baselines.

H4 Our architecture is able to incrementally learn previously unknown axioms, and using these axioms
improves the accuracy of decision making in comparison with reasoning without the learned axioms.

H5 Our approach for revising the strength of axioms and merging similar axioms is able to identify and
remove incorrect axioms.

The main performance measures were the accuracy of the labels assigned to objects and objects structures,
and correctness of the axioms learned and retained in the ASP program. Unless stated otherwise, all claims
are statistically significant at 95% significance level. Before we discuss the quantitative experimental re-
sults, we first describe the working of our architecture using execution traces.

4.2 Execution Trace

The following two execution traces illustrate the reasoning, axiom learning, and axiom merging capabilities
of our architecture.
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Execution Example 1 [Planning and learning]
Consider the scenario showed in Figure 6. The robot is given the goal of placing the red can on top of
the white block, i.e., holds(relation(on, red can, white block), I). The agent initially does not know that
an object placed on another object with an irregular surface is unstable, i.e, Statement 9, and creates the
following plan:

1. Pick up the duck in step 0;

2. Put down the duck on the table in step 1;

3. Pick up the white cube in step 2;

4. Put down the white cube on the duck in step 3;

5. Pick up the red can in step 4;

6. Put down the red can on the white cube in step 5.

Since the robot is unaware of the state constraint represented by Statement 9, it observes the unexpected
outcome of not having the white cube on the top of the duck after put it there, requiring a new plan after step
4. However, the robot learns from the unexpected observation and induces the previously unknown axiom
(from the corresponding decision tree based on the relational representation). When asked to achieve the
same goal from the same initial conditions, the robot computes the following plan:

1. Pick up the duck in step 0;

2. Put down the duck on the table in step 1;

3. Pick up the white cube in step 2;

4. Put down the white cube on the table in step 3;

5. Pick up the red can in step 4;

6. Put down the red can on the white cube in step 5.

The robot now avoids putting down the white cube (and thus the red can) on top of the duck that has irreg-
ular surface; executing this plan results in the goal being achieved. This example illustrates how learning
previously unknown state constraints can help agents creating better plans. Table 6 shows quantitative re-
sults, which were obtained by considering multiple different scenarios and goals, to further support this
conclusion.

Execution Example 2 [Axiom merging and generalization]
Consider an agent with the following rule in its knowledge base:

¬occluded(A)← not obj relation(behind,A,B), obj relation(above,A,C) (10)

This axiom is an over-specification of the axiom encoded by Statement 8(b); specifically, it contains the
unnecessary literal obj relation(above,A,C). Now, consider the situation in which the axiom learning
approach has managed to extract a correct (ground) version of this axiom encoded by Statement 8(b). This
invokes the axiom merging approach described in Section 3.4, which proceeds as follows.
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• The robot compares the newly discovered axiom with the existing over-specified version (in State-
ment 10) to recognize that they are different version of the same axiom.

• The two axioms are placed in different ASP programs and tested (along with other axioms) in a
number of different (artificially constructed) scenarios.

• The more general (i.e., concise) version of the axiom achieves better accuracy in these scenarios and
the over-specified version is discarded.

• Recall that the axiom merging approach attributes an initial strength to learned axioms that decreases
over time. If this strength falls bellow a threshold, the corresponding axiom is discarded. This helps
retain only the relevant axioms for subsequent reasoning.

This example illustrates the working of Algorithm 1, and shows how it leverages the existing knowledge to
learn and revise axioms.

4.3 Experimental Results

We next describe and discuss quantitative results corresponding to the evaluation of the hypotheses described
in Section 4.1. The first set of experiments was designed to test the incremental grounding of spatial relations
(i.e., hypothesis H1) as follows, using the setup procedure from Section 4.1.1, with the results summarized
in Table 1:

1. Pairs of objects extracted from the training set of the TOSD were randomly divided into 10 subsets.

2. Seven pairs of objects from each subset were used to train the MSR-based grounding with human
feedback. Each pair represents one of the position-based spatial relations under consideration (i.e., in,
left, right, front, behind, above, below).

3. Seven pairs of objects from each subset labeled with human feedback, and 200 pairs with relations
labeled using the QSR-based grounding, were used to train the MSR-based grounding.

4. The control node chose either the QSR-based grounding or the MSR-based grounding trained using
the QSR-based grounding and human feedback.

The three schemes (in Steps 2-4 above) were evaluated on 200 object pairs in test scenes of varying com-
plexity. Table 1 indicates that the MSR-based grounding acquired using the QSR-based grounding makes
better use of human feedback than the MSR-based grounding acquired using just human feedback, which
supports hypothesis H1. Note that the same amount of human feedback is provided with the scheme in Step-
2 and the scheme in Step-3. The difference is that the latter scheme bootstraps off the generic knowledge
encoded in the QSR-based grounding. These results indicate that performance is improved by using prior
knowledge, experience, and human feedback, and an appropriate representation for knowledge. Also, the
control node-based combination of the two groundings (scheme in Step-4) provides better accuracy than just
using the QSR-based approach (with accuracy of 70% not shown in Table 1) or just using the MSR-based
approach (scheme in Step-2). These results also support hypothesis H1.

The subsequent experiments evaluated the ability of our architecture to assign occlusion and stability
labels to objects and object structures in images, following the setup described in Section 4.1.2. Specifically,
the second set of experiments was designed as follows, with results summarized in Figure 11:
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Accuracy of labels over test set of 200 object pairs

Training
sets

MSR (feed-
back)

MSR (QSR + feed-
back)

Combined
model

Sets 1 65% 77% 84%

Sets 2 82% 80% 94%

Sets 3 68% 80% 85%

Sets 4 66% 83% 87%

Sets 5 65% 74% 82%

Sets 6 68% 77% 86%

Sets 7 64% 87% 90%

Sets 8 64% 84% 91%

Sets 9 62% 82% 87%

Sets 10 52% 72% 81%

Mean 65% 79% 87%

Std Dev 7.2% 4.6% 8.3%

Table 1: Comparison of three schemes (1) MSR-based grounding trained with just human feedback; (2)
MSR-based grounding trained with 200 pairs labeled by the QSR-based grounding and seven pairs labeled
with human feedback; and (3) the use of a control node to choose between the MSR-based grounding
trained as in #2 and QSR-based grounding. The combined model supported by the third scheme provides
significantly better performance than the other two schemes.

1. Training datasets of different sizes (100, 200, 1000, and 5000 images) were used to train the Lenet
and Alexnet networks. The remaining images were used to test the learned models. Recall that the
baseline CNNs do not use the attention mechanism or commonsense reasoning; the corresponding
results are plotted as “Lenet” and “Alexnet” in Figure 11;

2. Another instance of the Lenet and Alexnet networks were trained and tested as part of our architec-
ture, i.e., as directed by the reasoning module and the attention mechanism module. This training and
testing considered the same images as in Step-1 but automatically identified the relevant ROIs and ex-
tracted the corresponding data from the second dataset described in Section 4.1.2. The corresponding
results are plotted as “Lenet(Att)” and “Alexnet(Att)” in Figure 11.

Figure 11 indicates that reasoning with commonsense knowledge and using the attention mechanism to
guide deep learning improves accuracy in comparison with the baselines (based on deep networks) for the
estimation of stability and occlusion. Training and testing the deep networks with only relevant ROIs of
images that cannot be processed by commonsense reasoning simplifies and directs the learning process.
This approach helps learn an accurate mapping between inputs and outputs, resulting in higher accuracy
than the baselines for any given number of training images. The improvement is more pronounced when the
training set is smaller, but there is improvement at all training dataset sizes considered in our experiments.
These results support hypothesis H2.
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Figure 11: Accuracy of Lenet and Alexnet with and without commonsense reasoning and attention mecha-
nism. Number of background images were 100. Our architecture improves accuracy in comparison with the
baselines.

(a) (b)
Figure 12: Test images for Lenet and Lenet(Att) architectures: (a) both networks detected the occlusion
of the red cube by green mug, but only the latter correctly estimated the tower’s instability; and (b) both
networks predicted the instability of the tower, but only Lenet(Att) detected the obstruction of green cube
by yellow cylinder.

Figure 12 shows two specific instances of scenes in which the inclusion of commonsense reasoning
and the attention mechanism improves performance. In Figure 12a, both Lenet and Lenet(Att) were able to
recognize the occlusion of the red cube caused by the green mug, but only the latter, which uses the attention
mechanism and commonsense reasoning, was able to estimate the instability of the tower. In Figure 12b,
both networks correctly predicted the instability of the tower. However, only Lenet(Att) was able to identify
the occlusion of the green cube by the yellow can. The classification errors of baselines architectures are
primarily because a similar example had not been observed during training—this is a known limitation of
deep network architectures. The attention mechanism eliminates the analysis of unnecessary parts of images
and focuses only on the relevant parts, resulting in a more targeted network that provides better classification
accuracy. For these experiments, the CNNs were trained with 1000 images.

The number of different backgrounds (selected randomly) was fixed at 100 for the experimental results
in Figure 11. The effect of the background on the observed performance varies depending on the number of
training examples. For instance, we had (on average) one image that used each background image when the
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Figure 13: Effect of changing the number of backgrounds on the accuracy of the Lenet and Lenet(Att)
networks for 100 and 5000 training images. Without the commonsense reasoning and attention mechanism,
variations in the background influence the classification accuracy.

training data had 100 training samples, and we had 50 images per background for the training dataset with
5000 training examples. However, in real scenarios, it is unlikely that we will get a uniform distribution of
backgrounds; other factors such as lighting, viewpoint, and orientation will be different in different images.
To analyze the effect of different backgrounds, we explored the use of the Lenet architecture with different
number of training examples (100 and 5000) and different number of backgrounds (30, 50, and 100). As
shown in Figure 13, varying the background did have an impact on accuracy, which degraded from ≈ 65%
for one background per 10 images to≈ 62% when we had one background per image (i.e., 100 backgrounds
for 100 images). The degradation was smaller, i.e., ≈ 1%, for 5000 training examples with number of back-
grounds varying from 10− 100; however, for 1000 backgrounds (one background per five training images)
the accuracy was reduced by ≈ 2%. These results indicate that a network trained with a larger number of
images is less sensitive to variations in background, and that the inclusion of different backgrounds has a
negative effect on the performance of the baseline (e.g., Lenet) architecture. On the other hand, with the
inclusion of commonsense reasoning and the attention mechanisms, i.e., with Lenet(Att), classification ac-
curacy similar over a range of the number of backgrounds, which indicates that our architecture provides
some robustness to background variations.

The third set of experiments was designed as follows to evaluate hypothesis H3 on the computational
effort of training the deep networks in our architecture, with the corresponding results summarized in Fig-
ure 14:

1. The Lenet and Alexnet networks were trained with training datasets containing between 100 − 1000
images, in step-sizes of 100. Separate datasets were created for testing. Recall that the baseline deep
networks do not include commonsense reasoning or the attention mechanism;

2. Another instance of the Lenet and Alexnet networks were trained and tested as part of our architec-
ture, i.e., as directed by the reasoning module and the attention mechanism module. This training and
testing considered the same images as in Step-1 but automatically identified the relevant ROIs and ex-
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Figure 14: Accuracy of Lenet and Alexnet with and without the attention mechanism and commonsense
reasoning. The number of background images was fixed at 100. Any desired accuracy is achieved with a
smaller training set when commonsense reasoning and the attention mechanism are used.

tracted the corresponding data from the second dataset described in Section 4.1.2. The corresponding
results are plotted as “Lenet(Att)” and “Alexnet(Att)” in Figure 14.

Figure 14 shows that using the attention mechanism and reasoning with commonsense knowledge helps
achieve any desired level of accuracy with much fewer training examples. The purple dashed line in Fig-
ure 14 indicates that the baseline Lenet needs ≈ 1000 images to reach an accuracy of 77%, whereas our
architecture reduces this number to ≈ 600. The experiments indicates a similar difference between the
Alexnet and Alexnet(Att) for 79.5% accuracy—see the dark green dash-dotted line in Figure 14. In other
words, the use of commonsense knowledge helps train deep networks with fewer examples, reducing both
the computational requirements and storage requirements. These results support hypothesis H3.

The fourth set of experiments was designed as follows to evaluate hypothesis H4, i.e., the ability to
incrementally learn previously unknown axioms, with the corresponding results summarized in Table 2:

1. Ten sets of 50 labeled images were created, as described in Section 4.1.2;

2. The axiom learning algorithm was trained with each set three times, using thresholds of 95% and 70%
at the leaf nodes of the decision trees. These are the values assigned to threshold th1 in the algorithm
described in Table 1 in Section 3.4;

3. The precision and recall were computed for learning previously unknown axioms, e.g., Statements 8(a),
8(b), and 9, but excluding defaults and with threshold of th1 = 95%. The corresponding results are
summarized as “unknown (normal)” in Table 2;

4. The precision and recall were computed for learning the unknown default statements, e.g., Statement 6
with threshold of th1 = 70%. The results are summarized as “unknown (default)” in Table 2.
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Table 2: Precision and recall for learning previously unknown domain axioms (normal, default) using deci-
sion tree induction. It is possible to learn default constraints, but that also introduces errors.

Axiom type Precision Recall

Unknown (normal) 98% 100%

Unknown (default) 78% 62%

In the results summarized in Table 2, errors were predominantly variants of the target axioms that were
not in the most generic form, i.e., they had irrelevant literals but were not actually wrong. The lower
precision and recall with defaults is understandable because it is challenging to distinguish between defaults
and their exceptions. Although we do not describe it here, other studies indicated that reasoning with
commonsense knowledge and decision trees can also be used to provide relational descriptions as (at least
partial) explanations for the decisions made by the architecture [42].

The fifth set of experiments were designed as follows to evaluate hypothesis H5 on revising and merging
axioms, with results summarized in Figures 15 and 16 for non-default axioms and default axioms respec-
tively:

1. Ten sets of 60 labeled scenes were created, as described in Section 4.1.2. Each set was used in one
run of ensemble learning (see Algorithm 1);

2. In each cycle, 50 images were used for decision tree induction and axioms extraction. The other 10
images supported the choice of the best version of similar axioms;

3. The decay factor and axiom strengths were updated, and the axioms with strength below 10% were
eliminated (orange dashed line in the figures below); and

4. Steps 2 and 3 were repeated for 10 learning cycles.

Table 3: Learned axioms (excluding defaults) whose strengths are revised over time, as shown in Fig-
ure 15; ”obj rel” is used as a short form of the relation ”obj relation”, and each fluent F is short form for
holds(F, I).

Color Axiom Discarded?

—— stable(A) :- not obj rel(above,A,B), ¬ has surface(A, irreg-
ular).

No

—— ¬ occluded(A) :- not obj rel(behind,A,B). No
—— ¬ stable(A) :- irregular below(A). No
—— ¬ occluded(A) :- obj rel(above,A,B). Cycle 8
—— ¬ stable(A) :- obj rel(above,A,B), tower height(A,N), N>4. Cycle 5
—— ¬ stable(A) :- small base(A), tower height(A,N), N>4. Cycle 8
—— stable(A) :- not obj rel(above,A,B), obj rel(behind,A,C). Cycle 6
—— stable(A) :- tower height(A,N), N<=1. Cycle 9

Figure 15 shows how the strength of the eight axioms in Table 3 behaved over 10 cycles. The top three
axioms are shown in green, red, and blue; they are learned or reinforced in almost every cycle. Note that the
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Figure 15: Evolution of the strengths of learned axioms (excluding defaults) over time.

first axiom corresponding to the green-colored plot is a variant of the axiom in Statement 8(a); it states that
any object that is not above another object and does not have an irregular surface is stable. Although this
axiom was not re-learned in learning cycles 7 and 8, it was able to maintain a high value of strength. This is
because it was reinforced in all previous cycles, resulting in a small decay factor. In contrast, the other five
axioms in Table 3 were not learned or used frequently. The strength of each of these axioms decreased over
time and eventually fell below a threshold, causing the corresponding axiom to be removed. Figure 15 shows
that our approach was able to identify and retain the correct axioms, and Figure 16 shows similar results
for 10 learned axioms (that included default statements) in Table 4. Note that among the learned axioms
shown in Table 4, those on lines 4 and 5 (represented by brown and lime green-colored plots in Figure 16)
are different versions of the same axiom. Specifically, the axiom on line 4 has an extra (unnecessary) literal
(holds(obj relation(front, A, D), I)). When the similarity was identified, the axioms were merged by retaining
the more general version, and the brown-colored plot stops after cycle 5 in Figure 16. These results support
hypothesis H5.

The final set of experiments was designed as follows to evaluate the second part of hypothesis H4:

1. Forty initial object configurations were arranged; Figure 17 shows an illustrative example;

2. For each initial state, five goals were randomly chosen and encoded in the ASP program. The robot
reasoned with the existing knowledge to create plans for these 200 combinations (40 initial states, five
goals);

3. The plans were evaluated in terms of the number of optimal, sub-optimal and incorrect plans, and the
time taken to compute the plan; and

4. Experiments were repeated with and without the learned axioms.
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Figure 16: Evolution of the strengths of learned axioms (including defaults) over time.

Figure 17: Illustrative image from the planning experiments with and without the learned axioms.

Since the number of plans and planning time vary depending on the initial conditions and the goal, we
conducted paired trials with and without the learned constraints included in the ASP program used for
reasoning. The initial conditions and goal were identical in each paired trial, and differed between different
paired trials. Then, we expressed the number of plans and the planning time with the learned constraints as
a fraction of the corresponding values obtained by reasoning without the learned constraints. The average
of these fractions over all the trials is reported in Table 5. In addition, we computed the number of optimal,
sub-optimal, and incorrect plans in each trial as a fraction of the total number of plans in the trial; we did
this separately with and without using the learned axioms for reasoning, and the average over all trials is
summarized in Table 6. These results indicate that using the learned axioms for reasoning significantly
reduced the search space, resulting in a much smaller number of plans and a substantial reduction in the
planning time. In addition, when the robot used the learned axioms for reasoning, it resulted in a much
smaller number of sub-optimal plans and eliminated all incorrect plans. Also, each such sub-optimal plan
was created only when the corresponding goal could not be achieved without creating an exception to a
default, e.g., stacking an object on a small base. Without the learned axioms, a larger fraction of the plans
are sub-optimal or incorrect. These results support hypothesis H4.

As a specific example of the planning trials, the goal in one trial was to move the large red box partially
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Table 4: Learned axioms (including defaults) whose strengths are revised over time, as shown in Fig-
ure 16; ”obj rel” is used as a short form of the relation ”obj relation”, and each fluent F is short form
for holds(F, I).

Color Axioms Discarded?
—— ¬ stable(A) :- small base(A). No
—— ¬ stable(A) :- obj rel(above,A,B). No
—— ¬ stable(A) :- tower height(A,N), N>4. No
—— occluded(A) :- obj rel(behind,A,B), not obj rel(above,A,C),

not obj rel(front,A,D).
Cycle 5

—— occluded(A) :- obj rel(behind,A,B), not obj rel(above, A, C). Cycle 6
—— ¬ occluded(A) :- obj rel(above,A,B). Cycles 6, 10
—— stable(A) :- not obj rel(above,A,B). No
—— stable(A) :- obj rel(behind,A,B). No
—— stable(A) :- obj rel(front,A,B). No
—— stable(A) :- ¬ small base(A). Cycle 5

Table 5: Number of plans and planning time with the learned axioms expressed as a fraction of the values
without the learned axioms. Reasoning with the learned axioms improves performance.

Measures Ratio (with/without)
Number of plans 0.33

Planning time 0.89

hidden behind the white box and the duck in Figure 17 such that it is no longer occluded. With all the axioms
the robot found eight plans (all of which were correct); however, with some axioms missing, the robot found
as many as 90 plans, many of which were incorrect. A plan was considered to be correct if executing it (in
simulation) resulted in the corresponding goal being achieved.

5 Conclusions

Deep network architectures and algorithms represent the state of the art for many tasks in robotics and
AI. However, they require large labeled training datasets and considerable computational resources, and it
is difficult to understand the decisions made by the learned networks. The architecture described in this
paper draws inspiration from research in cognitive systems to address these limitations. Instead of focusing

Table 6: Number of optimal, sub-optimal, and incorrect plans expressed as a fraction of the total number of
plans. Reasoning with the learned axioms improves performance.

Plans Without With
Optimal 0.15 0.49

Sub-optimal 0.31 0.51
Incorrect 0.54 0
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of generalizing across domains, our architecture integrates the complementary principles of deep learning,
non-monotonic logical reasoning with commonsense knowledge, and decision tree induction of knowledge
for reliable and efficient reasoning and learning for any given domain. The underlying intuition is that
commonsense knowledge is available in almost every application domain—in fact, some such knowledge is
often used implicitly or explicitly to optimize the parameters of deep networks. Our architecture seeks to
fully exploit this knowledge. Reasoning with domain knowledge simplifies learning—the robot only needs
to learn aspects of the domain not already encoded, or encoded incorrectly, by the existing knowledge. A
more accurate mapping is thus learned between the desired inputs and outputs using a smaller set of labeled
examples and based on fewer attributes. We have experimentally validated our intuition in the context of
estimating the occlusion of objects and the stability of object structures in simulated and real-world images.
Our architecture improves accuracy, and reduces storage and computation requirements, especially when
large labeled training datasets are not available.

The architecture described here opens up multiple directions for future research. First, we will consider
more complex scenes with more objects and clutter, e.g., by including more complex real-world images
from the TOSD dataset similar to the image in Figure 10b, in our experiments on estimating occlusion and
stability. We hypothesize that our architecture will scale to such scenes because it reasons with, and learns
from, only the relevant information in the scene. Second, we will further explore the interplay between
reasoning and learning to better understand the operation of deep network models. We have already shown in
other work that the use of relational logical structures makes it easier to explain the decisions, the underlying
knowledge and beliefs, and the experiences that informed these beliefs [42]. We will now explore the use
of different deep network architectures, and use the corresponding learned axioms to better understand the
behavior of the deep networks. Note that our architecture’s ability to selectively train the deep networks
on a subset of images also simplifies the process of exploring the behavior of these networks. Third, we
will expand the learning capabilities of our architecture to learn other kinds of axioms. Recall that we have
only discussed the learning of state constraints in this paper, although the underlying representation supports
other kinds of axioms as well. Other work in our group has demonstrated the use of relational reinforcement
learning, inductive learning, and limited human feedback for learning different types of axioms [41, 55].
Incorporating the ability to learn different axioms in our architecture will significantly enhance our ability
to reason accurately and better explore the behavior of the deep networks. Furthermore, we will explore the
use of this architecture on robots assisting humans in complex domains, reasoning with relevant information
at different resolutions [54], and providing relational descriptions as explanations for their decisions and
beliefs during reasoning and learning.
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